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Central Asia
There are new free economic zones opening-up along the New Silk Road economic corridor. As 

transcontinental railway lines slice through the deserted steppes of Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan and 

Kazakhstan, these governments are keen to provide logistics and transshipment hubs along the 

way. The Khorgos Eastern Gates dry port is the standout example of this trend. However, the U.S.-

China trade war and slow European growth means that the flow of goods has been significantly 

less than anticipated. There is also stiff competition between Armenia and Azerbaijan to provide 

transshipment hubs for Iranian cargo moving into Europe and Russia. The development of new 

railway lines in this region will affect the attractiveness of maritime export routes.

INCENTIVES AND REQUIREMENTS

 ZONES CORPORATE TAX OTHER TAXES
CUSTOM 
DUTIES

IMPORTANT 
REQUIREMENTS

DOMESTICATION 
REQUIREMENTS

Armenia 4 0%
5-10% withholding tax 

on dividends
None None None

Georgia 5 0%
5% withholding tax on 

dividends
None None None

Kazakhstan 9 0% None None None
Quotas may 

apply on foreign 
labour

Kyrgyzstan 5 0%
Annual levy of 0.1-2% 

on revenue paid to 
zone administrator

None None None

Tajikstan 4 0%

Social security tax 
levied at 25% of 

payroll. Withholding 
tax of up to 12% on 

dividends

None None

Foreign staff can 
only be hired 

for specific high 
skilled/technical 

roles

Turkmenistan 8

100% exemption for 3 
years. 50% exemption 

for subsequent 3 
years. Followed by 30% 
exemption for 10 years 

thereafter

50% exemption on 
property taxes

None

Tax exemptions 
beyond 3 years 

depend on enterprise 
having at least 31% 

foreign shareholding

None

Uzbekistan 7

100% exemption for up to 
10 years, followed by 5 
years of 50% exemption 

(depending on capital 
investment)

None None

Minmum 25% 
exports by end of 
second year. 50% 

export requirement 
thereafter

None
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Kazakhstan 
Khorgos slow out the gates 

There are 11 special economic zones in Kazakhstan. 

Since the sector was launched in 2001, more than $2.5 

billion has been invested in 165 projects, generating 

13,000 jobs. The zones are dispersed throughout the 

provinces of the massive central Asian country.

China is helping to re-establish Kazakhstan  as a key 

node in the economic corridor between Asia and Europe 

on the New Silk Road. Khorgos Eastern Gates Special 

Economic Zone is the the centrepiece of this strategy. 

Khorgos Gateway is a dry port located on the China-

Kazakhstasn border – the “new Dubai” according to CEO 

Karl Gheysen. Indeed, the port is managed by Dubai-

based DP World. The region is served by an express 

highway which connects to Almaty, Kazakhstan’s largest 

city (350 klilometres away). From Almaty there is an 

8,500 kilometre highway  which runs through the heart 

of western Europe, to the northern coast of France.

However, Khorgos Gateway  is all about rail. Goods 

arriving from China can continue their onward journey 

to Europe using a route that is 20 hours faster than 

the existing one from Dostyk (a Kazakhstani town 

750 kilometres north east of Khorgos), according to 

Geographical. Khorgos Gateway boasts cutting-edge 

logistics technology which has reduced handling 

times by more than 50 percent. Cargo shipped from China can reach Europe within 15 days, according to Hicham 

Belmaachi, chief operating officer of Khorgos Eastern Gates, quoted in a recent report by Nikkei.

Initial forecasts estimated that some 500,000 TEU worth of goods would be passing through Khorgos Gateway 

by 2020. In 2018, however, total throughput was just 133,922 TEU. There are some external factors to blame for this 

slower-than-expected progress, not least the U.S.-China trade war. Attracting investment into the special economic 

zone is the priority, particularly in the logistics and warehousing sectors, in order to attract more traders. A new 

town, called Nurkent, has been built near the remote development. Free housing is offered to entice workers to the 

region. A New York Times report in January 2018 suggests that there are around 1,200 people living there, though it 

has the capacity to handle 100,000.  

Khorgos Special Economic Zone (Source: Nikkei Asian Review)

Sectoral Average Monthly Wages – Kazakhstan, Q1-2019 

Mining $1,055

Manufacturing $498

Agriculture $254

Construction $565

Transportation & storage $574

Information & Communication $665

Financial Services $850

Administrative & Support Services $544

Khorgos seen as key logisics hub for Beijing’s ‘Belt and Road’ 

routes

RUSSIA

CHINA

Almaty

To 
Western 
Europe

Moscow

Lianyungang

Shanghai

Existing Rail Route

KAZAKHSTAN

KHORGOS
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In August 2018, Kazakhstan also opened a new multimodal transport hub at Kuryk 

Port, on the shores of the Caspian Sea. Goods can be transferred between ferry, rail and 

road; the site also has a liquid cargo terminal, logistics centre and customs facilities 

which aim to process vehicles in under 45 minutes. The site has an advantageous 

location at the intersection of expanding economic corridors that stretch from east 

(China) to west (Europe), as well as north (Russia) to south (Iran) and is set to boost 

cargo traffic by one million tonnes in 2019.  The North-South corridor was bolstered 

in April 2019 by the addition of Uzbekistan to the China-Kazakhstan-Turkmenistan-

Iran railway corridor.

Kazakhstan Special Economic Zones Performance Data

Zone Size
Actual 

investment 
(until Dec-15)

Job Creation 
(until Dec-15)

Sectors

Astana–New City 7,600 ha $4,805,263,071 3,011

Non-metallic 
minerals, household 

electrics, machinery & 
equipment

Aktau Seaport 2,000 ha $144,736,840 955
Household electrics, 
leather, chemicals

Burabay 370 ha $37,707,894,058 2,155 Tourism, construction

Khorgos-East 
Gate

5,740 ha $73,684,209 117
Warehousing & 

transportation, food 
production, leather

National 
Industrial

3,475 ha $405,263,151 397
Chemicals, 

petrochemicals, 
construction

Petrochemical 
Park

535 ha $30,263,157 532
Metals, motor vehicles, 
computer electronics

Saryarka 505 ha $7,894,737 47
Chemicals, rubber & 
plastics, non-metallic 

minerals

Taraz Chemical 
Park

3,300 ha $112,105,261 904 Chemicals, construction

Pavlodar 163 ha $48,289,473 2387
Data centres, software, 

AI

Park of 
Innovative 

Technologies
200 ha $73,157,893 2,145

Textiles, knitwear, 
leather

“ Khorgos 
Gateway 
boasts cutting-
edge logistics 
technology 
which has 
reduced 
handling times 
by more than  
50 percent. 

”
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Armenia
Free zone sector takes shape

Two of Armenia’s four economic zones – Alliance FEZ 

and Meridian FEZ – are located in the capital, Yerevan, 

and were opened in 2014. Meghri FEZ, situated on the 

Iranian border, was opened in 2017, while a new, small 

hi-tech zone was approved in August 2018, to be located 

in Hrazdan, central Armenia. 

It is too early to judge the success of these zones. 

Figures from the Ministry of Economic Development 

and Investment suggest that some $180 million of 

investment has been promised, with the prospect 

of creating 600 jobs within five years (i.e. by 2019). 

However, more recent reporting suggests that, by 

April 2018, less than 100 jobs had been created by 17 

companies. Meridian FEZ specialises in jewellery, 

particularly diamond cutting and watchmaking. Armenia exports most (64 percent) 

of its jewellery to the UAE. At the same time, Alliance FEZ specialises in electronics, 

pharmaceuticals, and precision engineering. Armenia has large minerals and metals 

sectors, which can provide useful inputs for some of these activities.

FEZ Meridian FEZ Alliance

Size 3.8 ha 9.4 ha

Location Yerevan Yerevan 

Sectors
Electronics, precision 
engineering, pharmaceuticals, 
IT

Jewellery, diamond cutting, 
watchmaking 

Investment (as of Nov-2017) $7 million $4 million

Jobs (as of Nov-2017) 74 20

Annual rent per m2 Industrial: $120 (max)

Office: $180 (max) Up to $240 (max)

Nearest sea port 670 km 670 km

Nearest airport 12.5 km 12.5 km

AZERBAIJAN

AZERBAIJAN

GEORGIA

TURKEY

Noyemberyan

Yeraskh

Alaverdi

Vanadzor

Bavra

Gyumri

Hrazdan

Sevan

Gavar

Yerevan

Artashat

Ararat

Yeghegnadzor

Vardenis
Martuni

Sisian

Kajaran

Goris

Ashtarak

Echmiadzin

Dilizhan

Ijevan
Berd

Tashir
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“ Integrating 
Meghri into 
the North-
South Transport 
Corridor 
(stretching from 
Russia to the 
Persian Gulf) will 
be difficult and 
may limit the 
zone’s potential 
as a logistics and 
transhipment hub 
for Iranian cargo.

”

In December 2017, Meghri FEZ was opened in southern Armenia, on the border 

with Iran. Armenian authorities are hoping that the country’s preferential trade 

access to the European Union as well as its membership of the Eurasian Economic 

Union (alongside Russia) will entice Iranian traders hoping to access these markets. 

The border region itself is very porous; Armenian nationals can enter Iran visa-free. 

There is a 51,000-hectare free zone on the Iranian side of the border, in Aras, around 

120 kilometres from Meghri, which has ready infrastructure to support industrial, 

agriculture and tourist activities. 

While Armenia’s market access is an advantage, it is competing with the financial 

muscle of neighbouring Azerbaijan. As reporting by EurasiaNet details, officials in 

Baku have thwarted closer integration between Armenia and Iran in recent years, 

specifically in the form of a 305-kilometre rail line linking the two countries. Instead, 

in January 2018, Iran accepted a $500 million loan from Azerbaijan to build its section 

of a line linking Qazvin, Rasht and Astara, on the southern coast of Azerbaijan. 

Integrating Meghri into the North-South Transport Corridor (stretching from Russia 

to the Persian Gulf) will be difficult and may limit the zone’s potential as a logistics 

and transhipment hub for Iranian cargo.

Furthermore, implementation of the zone has been hampered by difficulties with 

land-acquisition. In late February 2019, Minister for Economic Development and 

Investment, Tigran Khachatryan, told Armenia outlet Aysor: “Currently the land fixed 

for the trade economic zone does not exceed 2 hectares. For the future it is expected 

to provide 10 and then 50 hectares for it”. When operational, the government hopes to 

attract up to $130 million from 70 businesses and create 1,500 new jobs.

Iran-Armenia trade reached a record high of $364 million in 2018 
– 73% is Iranian exports of natural gas, petrochemicals, iron and 

steel, tar, tiles and ceramics, fruit and nuts, and other goods.
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Uzbekistan
Policy shake-up for 2019 

There are currently 18 free economic zones across 11 regions in Uzbekistan. Investors 

have poured nearly $500 million into these zones – half of it from foreign sources – 

creating 4,600 jobs. However, the sector is in a state of flux as policy changes take 

place in response to discontent among licence holders.

In 2018, a government-commissioned survey found that just 28 percent (112 out 

of 402) of free economic zone licence holders had active operations. Respondents 

claimed that red tape, slow consideration of investment proposals and a lack of 

quality infrastructure were holding them back. These were serious concerns for 

policymakers who are hoping that these zones can help to boost Uzbekistan’s low level 

of industrialisation (nearly 20 percent of the economy is composed of agriculture). 

In response to these concerns, therefore, the government has authorised a number 

of policy changes which aim to speed-up approvals and remove bureaucratic 

interference, according to a briefing by law firm Dentons. 

Uzbekistan FEZ key policy changes for 2019

• Removing the requirement of mayoral approval on land decisions within FEZs

• A 30-day decision window on investment proposals

• Introducing a requirement for 25% exports by end of year-two and 50% thereafter

• Development of a FEZ-specific infrastructure investment strategy

Of course, Uzbekistan is a landlocked country therefore investing in regional 

transport networks is a top strategic priority. In April, it joined the China-Kazakhstan-

Turkmenistan-Iran railway corridor. This North-South transport corridor stretches 

for around 10,000 kilometres from China to Iran. The travel time is an estimated 14 

days – significantly less than sea freight (25-30 days), according to PortsEurope data. 

Uzbekistan exports $1.4 billion worth of goods to China and imports $2.7 billion. 

Improved rail connectivity will reduce the cost of transiting these goods. 

Uzbekistan is also supporting its neighbour Afghanistan to attract investors for a 

657-kilometre rail line that will run from Mazar-i-Sharif (in northern Afghanistan, 

near the Uzbek border) to Herat, in western Afghanistan, toward the Iranian border. 

Improving Iranian-Afghani rail connectivity could enable Uzbekistan to move its 
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goods through ports in the Gulf. The line is expected to cost $1.8 billion and Uzbekistan 

has committed $500 million. A railway from Herat to Khaf, in eastern Iran, is already 

under construction.

In May, South Korean automotive maker Hyundai announced that it would be 

manufacturing new electronic vehicles in Kokand FEC, in eastern Uzbekistan.  

The project will bring $300 million of investment, with the plant, expected to be 

operational by 2023, capable of producing 10,000 vehicles per year. In a separate deal, 

Uzbek officials announced that a new zone would be especially designated for Indian 

pharmaceuticals firms in the Andijon region, which is adjacent to Kokand. 

Zone in Focus: FEZ Angren  

Size 4,039 ha

Firms 53 

Actual investment $198 m

Electricity (per kWh) $0.025 

Water (per m3) $0.06

Gas (per m3) $0.12

Sectors Chemicals, food, leather, electronics

Nearest sea port 1,920 km

Nearest airport 100 km

Nearest rail station 1.5 km

“ Improving 
Iranian-Afghani 
rail connectivity 
could enable 
Uzbekistan to 
move its goods 
through ports in 
the Gulf.

”
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Tajikistan
Sughd Free Economic Zone  

Sughd Free Economic Zone [Sughd FEZ] is one of four 

zones in Tajikistan. The zone opened in 2010 and has 

attracted 24 tenants who have invested $7.5 million, 

$2 million of which came in 2018. Firms in the zone 

generate output worth nearly $50 million and have 

created 519 jobs (half of the jobs created in Tajiki zones). 

Most tenants are in the manufacturing sector. Two 

major projects were launched in 2018, including 

Turkish firm Archa-Mebel, which invested $1 million 

in a new furniture manufacturing facility. And Ariana 

Metal Plast, which invested $1.5 million to manufacture 

children’s cars, wheelchairs, bicycles, walkers and other 

household goods for domestic markets as well as export 

to Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Russia and Afghanistan.

Sughd FEZ Profile

Opened 2010

Size 320 ha

Investment $7.5 million

Jobs 519

Annual rent
Free land: $1 per m2
Negotiable rates on pre-built buildings (110 ha available)

Electrical supply Potential capacity up to 60MW (two substations on site)

Priority activities
Manufacturing: textiles, fabrics, furniture, machinery 
assembly, non-metallic pipes, glass, gypsum goods and more

Facilities
Business support and innovation centre
Logistics centre

Nearest airport International Airport Khujand: 22.5 km

Nearest rail station Khujand and Spitman: < 20 km

Average monthly wages Construction, Transport, Warehousing: $240

TAJIKISTAN

KYRGYZSTAN

Free Economic  
Zone – SUGHD

Fergana Osh

Andijan
Jalal Abad

Dushanbe

Tashkent
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Sughd FEZ is located in the city of Khujand (one of the largest in Tajikistan) in the 

north-western province of Sughd, close to the borders of Uzbekistan and Kyrgyzstan. 

The zone’s proximity to these international borders is an attractive feature for investors, 

especially as there is a surrounding network of infrastructure geared toward export.

By road, there is a highway linking Dushanbe (in western Tajikistan) with Khujand 

and Chanak, on the Uzbek-Tajiki border. The road, upgraded in 2006 by China Road 

and Bridge Corporation, is one of the main arteries of the national network and 

runs nearby the zone. However, landslides and heavy snowfall during the winter 

can lead to sections of the road being closed. Tolling and maintenance are managed 

by Innovative Roads Solutions Company.  There is also a major road which links 

Khujand with Panjakent, near the Samarkand region of Uzbekistan (one of its most 

economically significant). 

There is a railway station less than 20 kilometres from the zone. Sughd is one of 

the main entry points of Tajiki imports of wheat, fuel and other bulk goods from 

Kazakhstan and Russia therefore there are well-established customs procedures to 

handle international cargo. There is a framework agreement in place for a transnational 

rail line linking Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and Afghanistan. Agreeing a route between 

the three countries has taken six years, however, therefore financing and construction 

could take significant time.  Finally, there is an international airport located less than 25 

kilometres from the free zone, with regular flights to Russia, China, India and the UAE.

The near-term forecast for the wider Tajikistan economy is challenging. Funding 

large infrastructure projects has put pressure on public funds which could lead to 

spending cuts elsewhere. Liquidity in the financial sector is also weak, caused by a 

50 percent contraction in remittances from Tajiki workers in Russia.However, the 

government took a major step toward improving power generation with the 3,600-

MW Rogun dam project. One of the six turbines was activated in November 2018. The 

extra supply will help to end power shortages in the harsh winters.

“ There is a 
framework 
agreement 
in place for a 
transnational 
rail line linking 
Tajikistan, 
Turkmenistan 
and Afghanistan. 
Agreeing a route 
between the 
three countries 
has taken  
six years…

”
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East Asia
Asia’s richest economies are concentrated in the far east. Investors use free zones in this region as 

a gateway to domestic markets as much as a base for regional export. This is particularly true of 

South Korea and China, where the government has been feeling the pressure to open the domestic 

market to foreign investors in its 12 free trade zones.  The emergence of ecommerce zones across 

the country is a noteworthy trend. A new Japanese free trade agreement with the EU could be a 

significant advantage for foreign investors in that country, especially if raw materials are sourced 

locally. Taiwan is pursuing a similar agreement but could face interference from Beijing. 

INCENTIVES AND REQUIREMENTS

 ZONES CORPORATE TAX OTHER TAXES
CUSTOM 
DUTIES

IMPORTANT 
REQUIREMENTS

DOMESTICATION 
REQUIREMENTS

China 12
Standard 25% rate 
- incentives apply 
in some sectors

10% withholding rate 
on dividends. 16% 

VAT applied on sales/
imports of goods

None
Minimum capital 

requirements may apply 
in some sectors

Limits on foreign 
ownership and 

employees apply 
in various sectors

Japan 2

Exemption of up 
to 40% for up to 
10 years (zone 

dependent)

Withholding tax on 
dividends (up to 

20%). Local taxes 
may also apply

None
$50,000 minimum capital 

requirement
None

South Korea 
(Free Trade 

Zones)
13

100% exemption 
for 5 years, 50% 

exemption for 
subsequent 2 years

Up to 100% 
reduction on local 
taxes for 15 years

None

Priority consideration 
given to exporting firms 

(50%) and foreign 
invesment of at least 

$85,000

None

South 
Korea (Free 

Economic 
Zones)

8
100% exemption 

for 5 years
VAT at 10% 

100% 
exemption for 5 

years

Minimum investment 
between $1 - $10 million 

(dependent on sector)
None

Taiwan 7

100% Exempt, 
though domestic 
sales above 10%  
of revenue taxed  

at 17% 

None None
Limitations on permitted 

activities
Maximum 40% 

foreign workforce
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South Korea 
Ready for Export

South Korea has two types of special economic zones: free trade zones and free 

economic zones. There are eight free economic zones across the country. These are 

large areas, prioritised for economic development where investors must commit a 

minimum of $1 - $10 million (depending on activity) to set up operations. Free trade 

zones are located on South Korea’s coasts. These are smaller industrial hubs more 

ideally suited for import and export operations; there are 13 in total.

With a population of over 50 million people and GDP per capita on par with 

the European Union, South Korea is an attractive international market for many 

businesses. A 2015 survey by Invest Korea found that 45 percent of foreign investors 

cited ‘entry into Korean market’ as their top reason for putting their money into the 

country. Since 2003, free economic zones have attracted $16 billion worth of foreign 

investment from nearly 4,700 firms, including major multinationals such as BMW 

and General Electric. Free economic zones are suitable for firms which need a lot of 

space, dedicated infrastructure to support operations and access to regional markets 

to export goods. For example, in Pyeongtaek district, Yellow Sea FEZ, Samsung has 

the world’s largest semiconductor plant. 

For businesses operating on a smaller scale, South Korea’s network of free 

trade zones provides an attractive proposition of sites strategically located close to 

multimodal transport networks, including road, rail, sea and air. All of the zones are 

located within one hour of either a port or airport. The total available space within these 

zones is limited; around 575 hectares nationally, 83 percent of which is occupied. Newer 

zones established since 2005, namely Yulchon, Ulsan and Gimje, have an average 

occupancy rate of 56 percent. These are concentrated in the south of the country.

For businesses exporting goods throughout northeast Asia, there are free trade 

zones within five ports and one airport. Firms can import goods and quickly process, 

package and re-export them on-site. These sites are located in: Busan, Gwangyang, 

Pohang, Pyeongtaek-Dangjin, Incheon (and Incheon Airport),

Need to know

The minimum wage 
has risen by nearly 30 
percent in two years. 
In January it increased 
by 10.9 percent to $7.46 
per hour.

“ All of the zones 
are located 
within one hour 
of either a port 
or airport. The 
total available 
space within 
these zones is 
limited; around 
575 hectares 
nationally, 83 
percent of which 
is occupied. 

”
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As well as a high potential domestic market, South Korea benefits from free trade 

agreements with the United States, ASEAN, Australia, China, India and the European 

Union, providing excellent market access. 

South Korea Industrial Free Trade Zones

Zone Size 
Occupany 

(March 
2018)

Sectors Firms
Annual 

Rent per 
m2 (land)

Annual 
Rent 

per m2 
(factory)

Electricity 

Water 
demand 
charge 

(per m3)

Sea Port Airport

Masan 
FTZ

95.7 ha 98,1%

Machinery, 
automobile 

parts, 
electricals

113 $4.20
$7.08 - 
$19.44

$4.72 - $8.34 
(per kW) + 

$0.050 - $0.17 
usage charge

$0.34 per 
ton

Adjacent 35 km

Gusan 
FTZ

125 ha 89,9%
 Chemical, 
machinery, 
electricals

28 $1.09
$4.08 - 
$5.10

$5.64 - $7.80 
(per kW) + 

$0.046 - $0.17 
usage charge

$0.88 Adjacent 16 km

Daebul 
FTZ

115 ha 96,5%
Shipbuilding, 
machinery, 
electricals

34 $0.74 $6.76

$6.14 - $8.34 
(per kW) + 

$0.047 - $0.17 
usage charge

$0.75 - 
$1.32

Adjacent 30 km

Donghae 
FTZ

24.8 ha 58,7%
Non-metals, 
machinery, 
electricals

17 $0.57
$2.40 - 
$4.08

$5.92 - $5.87 
(per kW) + 

$0.051 - $0.097 
usage charge

$0.45 per Adjacent Adjacent

Yulchon 
FTZ

34 ha 62,7%
Chemicals, 
machinery, 

metals 
14 $0.88

$5.96 - 
$7.60

$5.64 - $8.34 
(per kW) + 

$0.046 - $0.017 
usage charge

$0.39 per Adjacent Adjacent

Ulsan 
FTZ

81.9 ha 96,2%

Machinery, 
metals, 

electricals, 
transportation 

equipment

35 $1.85
$4.69 - 
$7.24

$6.35 (per kW) 
+ $0.093 usage 

charge

$37.40 
per gauge 

75mm
Adjacent < 1hour

Gimje 
FTZ

99.1 ha 46,3%

“Special 
equipment 

vehicles, carbon 
materials, 
machine 

manufacturing”

25 $0.61
$4.51 - 
$5.42

$4.72 - $7.00 
(per kW) + 

$0.052 - $0.17 
usage charge

$0.91 < 1 hour 35 km
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China
FTZ sector expands

Liberalisation gains pace 

Free trade zones provide a relatively open, business-

friendly vehicle for foreign direct investment into China. 

There are 12 zones in total. Shanghai FTZ is the oldest of 

these; it was established in 2012 and has since attracted 

28,000 enterprises generating $174 billion in annual 

trade. In Chongqing FTZ, nearly 13,000 enterprises set-up 

operations in 2018 alone, investing $19 billion in capital.   

The Chinese State Council – which directs policy 

in this area – likes to go at its own pace when it comes 

to opening markets. In 2018, however, feeling the 

pressure of worsening trade relations with the U.S. 

and frustration from investors, it made big strides. A 

53-point policy document published in November 2018 

set out a range of specific business activities where 

it would be removing (temporarily, in some cases) 

onerous compliance standards.

Some of the key changes include relaxing restrictions 

on foreign employees in construction and engineering 

design enterprises; allowing qualified individuals to 

invest in overseas financial securities; and reducing red 

tape for auto-imports. Arguably, the most significant 

indicator of market openness is the size of the so-

called “negative list” – Chinese sectors in which foreign 

investment is severely restricted. In 2013, there were 

190 prohibitions on free trade zone activity, which went 

down to 122 in 2015 and 95 in 2017.

Hainan Island challenges Hong Kong

China is also expanding the free zone sector. In April 

2018, the State Council designated the entire island of 

Hainan, in the South China Sea, as a free trade zone, with 

2018 Pilot Free Trade Zone “Negative List”: key 
changes

•  Energy: Prohibitions removed on FTZ enterprises 
involved in the exploration and mining of oil and 
natural gas; as well as processing of nuclear fuel 

•  Agriculture: Foreign entities can now own up to 
66% of enterprises involved in seed selection and 
production for new varieties of wheat and corn

•  Telecoms: Increased maximum foreign stake in 
some telecommunications firms from 49 to 50 %, 
across all free trade zones

Hainan Island – ports and Harbours

Hanoi

Hai Phong

Oinzhou

Zhanijang

Vinh

Hue

Da Nang

Paracel Islands

South China Sea

anh Héa

Chongzuo Hong Kong

HAINAN
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the long-term ambition of making it a free port. At 3.5 million hectares it dwarfs all of the 

other zones and is more than 30 times the size of Hong Kong, which Chinese authorities 

hope Hainan can one day rival. 

Hainan FTZ provides easy access to surrounding ASEAN countries, including Vietnam, 

the Philippines, Indonesia, Brunei and Malaysia at a time when China is deepening trade 

ties in the region.  There are two major ports: Haikou in the north and Sanya in the south. 

And two harbours on the west coast (Dongfang and Yangpu). The island also has a $4.2 

billion, 308-kilometre high speed rail network which circles the island.

Priority sectors for the zone include modern services, such as: telecommunications 

(FTZ restrictions were eased in 2018), finance, and medical services. Foreign enterprises in 

Hainan FTZ will be able to maintain a single bank account for domestic and international 

transactions, an advantage currently unique to the island. As a future free port, Hainan 

will be a more liberal operating environment than the zones on mainland China. 

Hi tech industries, such as electric vehicle manufacturing, are also a priority, as is 

agriculture, due to the tropical climate. Tourism is already a significant sector; nearly 70 

million Chinese visit the island every year.

However, businesses moving to Hainan may find a lack of skilled labour to support 

advanced manufacturing or modern services. There are six higher education institutions 

on the island; Hainan University is the largest of these but it is not rated among the 

country’s top institutions. Furthermore, the standard of public services is less developed 

than on the mainland, which could make it harder for businesses to operate efficiently. 

Local officials have vowed to provide a single window administrative system to facilitate 

international trade and business registration within three days.

Growth of E-commerce zones

In recent years, the State Council has designated a growing number of “cross-border 

e-commerce pilot zones”. These zones are essentially bonded warehouses where 

businesses can store imported goods in a special customs-supervised area until they 

are ready for delivery to consumers. There are now 35 such zones spread across Chinese 

cities, including Beijing, Nanjing and Wuhan.  

These zones enable traders to use more sophisticated supply management methods, 

bulk buy goods and reduce logistics costs. The Chinese e-commerce market has massive 

potential. There are currently 770 million internet users in China – currently less than 

half the population – with 80 percent e-commerce user penetration projected by 2022.  

Hainan FTZ has attracted 50 cross-border e-commerce companies to an integrated 

free trade zone area in Haikou (the provincial capital and port city). Local officials 

want to attract more. Reflecting the island’s special trade status, the annual duty-free 

allowance for residents and tourists was increased from $2,301 per person to $4,315 in 

late 2018. Chinese e-commerce giant Vipshop is building a 7-hectare logistics centre in 

Haikou to service e-commerce activity throughout the South China Sea region. 

“ As a future free 
port, Hainan 
will be a more 
liberal operating 
environment 
than the zones on 
mainland China.

”

Annual duty-free 
allowance for residents 
and tourists increased 
to $4,315 from $2,301 in 
Hainan province 
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Taiwan
Domestic market opens to free zone companies

There are seven free trade zones in Taiwan: six of them are located adjacent to seaports 

and one is next to an airport. These zones enable traders to export goods efficiently to 

key markets in east Asia, including China and Japan. In 2018, the total value of goods 

traded from the zones was $24 billion, a 10 percent increase on 2017.

In March, Taiwanese authorities ratified a significant policy change for the free 

trade zone sector. In order to comply with European Union guidance on harmful tax 

practices, Taiwan expanded the range of activities which free zone enterprises can 

undertake and also opened-up access to the domestic market for these businesses. 

However, there is some ambiguity in the new legislation as to what exactly constitutes 

the so-called ‘preparatory and auxiliary’ activities businesses can undertake. Investors 

will have to seek clarification from authorities. Investors should also note that it can 

take up to one year to gain approval for operations in one of the zones. 

Port of Suao Free Trade Zone

Size 57.5 ha

Available space 7 ha

Rental cost (per m2) $50 - $150 per annum

Electricity $0.10 - $0.20 per kWh

Water $0.40 per m3

Average monthly wages
Industrial: $1,000 
Service: $1,500

Key sectors Electric cars

Investment (2018) $8.25 million

Exports

2014: $148,000 
2015: $216,000 
2016: $153,000 
2017: $0 
2018: $17,000

Nearest airport 117 km

Approval process 365 days
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“ Investors should…
note that it can 
take up to one 
year to gain 
approval for 
operations in one 
of the zones.

”

Taiwan Free Trade Zone Policy Changes for 2019

Issue Old regime New regime

Eligibility for tax benefits
•  Only foreign enterprises (and 

their local branches)
•  Domestic firms are also 

eligible

Permissible activities
•  Processing activities only 

(relabelling, repackaging, 
testing, cutting etc.)

•  Preparatory and auxiliary 
activities related to the 
purchase, import, storage, 
or delivery of goods 
within the FTZ

Access to domestic market

•  Corporate tax exemption only 
applied to income from sales 
outside of Taiwanese territory

•  Maximum 10% domestic sale 
limit

•  All income is exempt from 
taxation

•  No limit on sales into the 
domestic market

Source: EY 2019

Despite the negative impact of these changes on tax revenue and increased 

competition for domestic firms, Taiwanese officials implemented the changes as part 

of a broader strategic effort to secure a trade agreement with the EU. Bilateral trade is 

worth more than $50 billion each year, including key industrial supplies, such as semi-

finished products, machinery and equipment. The notion of a bilateral agreement 

has been floated since 2016 and has buy-in on both sides; it would simplify trade in 

goods and services (particularly financial services). However, the negotiation process 

is sensitive due to Beijing’s “One China” policy (which the EU observes).  The ongoing 

U.S.-China trade war has been very damaging for Taiwan, thereby heightening the 

strategic importance of an agreement with the EU.
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Japan
Okinawa Special Free Trade Zone 

Okinawa Special Free Trade Zone [Okinawa SFTZ] 

is located on the east coast of the Okinawa Islands, 

adjacent to the Nakagusuku Port. Okinawa SFTZ is one 

of a few special economic areas in Japan, all of which 

are located on the island.

Firms established in the zone have excellent access 

to the mainland of China and Japan, South Korea and 

ASEAN countries to the south. There is an arterial road 

which links the east and west coasts of the island in 

under 60 minutes’ drive, enabling goods to move from 

the SFTZ to Naha Airport, which connects to major cities, 

such as Tokyo, Seoul, Hong Kong, Taipei and Manila 

in under 2.5 hours. The Okinawa International Aerial 

Logistics Hub is a 24-hour trading hub located at the 

airport. It provides customs clearance and safekeeping 

of goods; air assets include eight Boeing 767-300 cargo 

planes (max loading capacity of 50 tonnes). In March 

2020, Naha Airport – already the fourth largest in Japan 

– will expand with the completion of two new runways. 

Okinawa Island itself – home to 1.4 million people – 

has the youngest population in Japan. There are multiple 

technical education institutions, including the Okinawa 

Institute of Science and Technology, which produce 

an educated local work force and create opportunities 

for knowledge transfer in hi-tech industries, such as 

aircraft engineering and electronics. With respect to re-

locating foreign staff, the island is more affordable than 

many other major Japanese cities and is a low risk area 

for earthquakes. 

Tourism is an important sector for the island: more 

than 8 million tourists visit each year, including 2 million 

foreigners. Businesses can leverage the SFTZ’s coastal 

location for the import and distribution of key supplies 

Doing Business in Okinawa SFTZ

Size 390 ha

Available space 37.4 ha

Land sale price $247.70 per m2

Electricity $0.116 per kWh

Average monthly wages
University graduate: $1,593
School leaver (18): $1,280

Registration procedure 105-135 days

Investment

2015: $9.1 million
2016:: $4.3 m
2017: $42 m
2018: $5.6m

Nearest Port 0 km

Nearest Airport 27 km

OKINAWA

Nakagusku Port

Nago

Okinawa

Urasoe

Naha

Itoman
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“ …exporters will 
have to carry 
out sufficient 
processing or 
value-addition 
activities on 
goods in order 
for them to 
qualify for tariff 
free access 
to European 
markets.

”

for this sector throughout the island. Other key sectors include: civil engineering and 

construction, agriculture, and wholesale retail.

Free Zone Regime & Incentives

Corporate tax
Exemption on 30% of income for up to 10 
years

Tariffs 100% exemption 

Consumption taxes 100% exemption

Capital
$50,000 minimum capital requirement
Tax deductions of 15% of machinery and 
equipment and 6% of building costs

Subsidies Program for Obtaining Invested 
Fixed Assets (JETRO)

Up to 10% of expenses on land, buildings and 
labour (up to 400,000 Yen per person) up to 
the value of 1 billion Yen (provided enterprise 
employs 20+ people and acquires at least 
5,000m2 of land)

Subsidiaries Program for Supporting 
Industrial Cluster for International Logistics 

Bases (JETRO)

JETRO can provide capital support of up to 
100 million Yen (~$1 million) for investment 
projects in the logistics sector 

Source: Japan External Trade Organisation 

There are special incentives available for manufacturers setting up in the zone – 

especially those which utilise advanced technologies. Investors can receive up to 

10 percent in subsidies on set-up costs, such as constructing plants or hiring new 

employees, up to a total of $9 million. 

In February, the EU-Japan Partnership Agreement came into force. The deal 

removes tariffs on all but a few agricultural products and industrial products, while 

also opening-up the service sector and procurement. The agreement includes 

specific provisions on goods origination which mean that exporters will have to carry 

out sufficient processing or value-addition activities on goods in order for them to 

qualify for tariff free access to European markets. This will have implications for firms 

established in a Japanese zone importing goods from a foreign country. 

Kajaran
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South Asia
Many of South Asia’s economies share similar profiles: large populations concentrated in a few urban 

areas dominated by low-value economic activity, particularly in the textiles and outsourcing sectors. 

Policy makers in the region are re-focusing their efforts on developing Special Economic Zones. Some 

strategies are more robust than others. Chinese capital is essential for the long-term infrastructure 

development of the region, particularly in Nepal and Pakistan.

INCENTIVES AND REQUIREMENTS

 ZONES CORPORATE TAX OTHER TAXES
CUSTOM 
DUTIES

IMPORTANT 
REQUIREMENTS

DOMESTICATION 
REQUIREMENTS

Bangladesh 88
100% exemption for 10 

years
0% 0% None None

India 213
100% exemption first 

5 years, 50% for 5 next 
years

20% Minimum 
Alternative Tax; 15% 

Dividend Distribution 
Tax

0% None None

Nepal 14
100% exemption first 5 
years, 50% 5 next years

0% 0%
Export 75% of 

production

Authorisation 
required 

for foreign 
employees. (High-

skilled only)

Pakistan 4
1%                             

(Presumptive tax on FOB 
value of export)

0.5%                                    
(EPZA service charge 

on FOB value of 
exports)

0%
Export 80% of 

production
None

KEY INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS IN THE REGION

 WHERE WHAT IMPACT

India
39 ongoing port upgrade projects 
valued at $3 billion 

Container traffic volume at India’s ports has doubled in a decade. 
Upgrading ageing assets and increasing capacity is essential to 
support growth on the sub-continent and trade with east Asia

Bangladesh
220km Dhaka-Chittagong express 
highway, costing $2.5bn

60 percent of Bangladesh’s commercial traffic transits through a single 
four-lane highway. The express highway will increase capacity, reduce 
costs and save time. Land acquisition issues are holding the project up.

Nepal $100m Kathmandu-Kolkata corridor

The World Bank’s programme is upgrading sections of highway and 
increasing the efficiency customs procedures. Project will conclude in 
Dec-2019 has already reduced transit times and logistics costs between 
Nepal and India – a critical lifeline for the SEZ sector.
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India
Sunset and sunrise in India’s SEZ sector 

Despite revived growth in recent years, India’s SEZ sector is in a period of flux with major 

reforms coming down the pipeline. 

From April to September 2018, exports from SEZs increased by 25 percent year-on-year 

to $47 billion. However, manufactured goods make-up a small proportion of that total – 

just 15 percent in FY 2016-17. The majority of activity in India’s SEZ sector is concentrated 

in low-value added services, such as outsourced call centres. More than 50 percent of 

India’s 213 SEZs are concentrated in the IT and ITES sectors. The government’s flagship 

‘Make in India’ policy wants to see 100 million jobs and 25 percent of GDP generated in 

the manufacturing sector by 2022.  

In March 2018, the United States (later joined by Canada and the EU) complained to the 

World Trade Organisation that India’s SEZ policy provides unfair subsidies to exporters. 

The dispute is not expected to be resolved before July 2019 but India’s policymakers have 

used this as an important opportunity to review and reform wider SEZ policy.

In November 2018, a government-commissioned review comprising SEZ 

stakeholders issued a report with the following key recommendations.

•  Renaming “Special Economic Zones” as “Employment & Economic Enclaves” (3Es) and 
dividing them into Manufacturing 3Es and Service 3Es

•  Removing export-based incentives. Focusing instead on job creation and investment

•  Extending existing fiscal benefits for service zones and reducing overall tax burden

• Extending 30-year lease holdings for manufacturing tenants

•  Central government to establish five large manufacturing zones. Supported by high 
quality infrastructure, closer to ports

This suite of recommendations could help to transform India’s SEZ sector for 

the long-term – making it more competitive, strategically aligned and logistically 

effective. There is an urgent need to reduce the tax burden. The 20 percent Minimum 

Alternative Tax [MAT] and 15 percent Dividend Distribution Tax [DDT] have driven 

a number of companies to the Philippines, which has the largest Business Process 

Outsourcing sector in the world. In December 2018, government officials described 

the proposals as “very constructive,” according to the Business Standard  but a 

timeline for implementation was not offered. With the uncertainty of the May 2019 

general election only just past, and the WTO dispute not due until July 2019, a major 

policy announcement in this area is unlikely to come soon.

In the short-term, investors interested in India’s SEZs will need to move quickly. 

The income tax holiday benefits are currently set to expire on March 31st 2020. New 

entrants should wait until an extension of the policy is confirmed by the government 

– or, instead, only acquire unit leases in SEZ developments which are close or very 

close to completion.  

“ …The 20 percent 
Minimum 
Alternative Tax 
and 15 percent 
Dividend 
Distribution Tax 
have driven 
a number of 
companies to the 
Philippines…

”

213 Active zones 

11 State SEZs

7 Central 
Government SEZs

$83 billion – SEZ 
exports in FY 

2017-18
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Nepal
Teething problems  

Nepal has faced a long and difficult road to establishing its first special economic 

zone. Bhairahawa SEZ is located in the Rupandehi district, around 280 kilometres 

from the capital but just 28 kilometres from India. 

Between 10 and 20 firms have received their certificate to operate within the 

37-hectare zone. It is not clear how many firms have active operations. Bhairahawa 

has been plagued by patchy electrical supply. Local news reports from December 

2018 suggested that firms were relying on generator power.  Earlier in the year, there 

were disputes between the zone administrator and Nepal Electrical Authority over 

who was responsible for establishing a 15km transmission line from the zone to the 

nearby electrical substation. Investors will likely seek assurances on the timeline for 

this work to be completed. 

Separate concerns have also been raised about the government’s adherence 

to the existing fiscal regime. Shakti Minerals was the first investor in Bhairahawa, 

committing nearly $6 million to set up a processing plant. However, its application 

for a rebate on import customs and VAT was held up by the finance ministry due to 

an apparent legislative error which did not include these benefits in the Financial Act 

2018, according to reporting from My Republica and The Himalayan Times.

Given these challenges, the Nepalese authorities have reduced rents in the zone, 

with rebates available for the first three years; and reduced the minimum export 

requirement from 75 percent of output to 60 percent. The zone’s proximity to India 

with a surrounding road network are fundamentally attractive factors. Nepal plans 

to establish 14 zones across the country over the long-term. The experience in 

Bhairahawa will be informative. 

Bhairahawa SEZ

 • 37 hectares

•  Rent - $3.45 per m2 
annually

•  Minimum investment 
$285,000 

•  280km from 
Kathmandu

•  28km from Indian 
border

•  Kolkata Port – 900km 

Rental rebates worth 
38% on average over 
first 3 years

60% minimum export 
requirement

50% income tax 
exemption with 60% of 
domestic inputs

“ …the Nepalese authorities have reduced rents in the zone, 
with rebates available for the first three years. 

”
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Pakistan
Eastern promise for Pakistan  

A new network of special economic zones is emerging in Pakistan, underpinned by 

Chinese investment. Traditional export processing zones have disappointed and it’s 

hoped that these zones can spur the country’s growth, advanced industrialisation 

and boost exports.

Pakistan currently has eight export processing zones spread across the country, 

administered by the Export Processing Zone Authority [EPZA].  The zones were 

established in the 1980s but have failed to substantially transform the country’s 

industrial sector. Exports only accounted for 9 percent of GDP in 2018 – Bangladesh 

and India achieved 17 and 19 percent respectively.  The activity in these zones has 

focused on low value manufacturing, such as textiles and consumer goods. 

Karachi EPZ is the largest (123 hectares) and most established of the eight zones, 

with more than 250 tenants, 30,000 employees and annual exports above $400 million.  

Phase II of the zone’s development is operational, with Phase III underway. EPZA is 

looking to attract firms in hi-tech industry, precision engineering and IT. The new 

site offers fibreoptic connectivity, a dedicated grid station (avoiding load shedding) 

and access to the surrounding road network via three new fly-overs. Karachi EPZ is 

situated less than 20 kilometres away from both Jinnah International Airport and Port 

Qassim, which has 9 specialised terminals, including two container terminals with 

capacity of over 14 million tonnes per annum. 

China is investing heavily in Pakistan as part of its Belt and Road Initiative [BRI] 

and special economic zones are set to play an important role. The China-Pakistan 

Economic Corridor [CPEC] is a long-term bilateral infrastructure development 

programme with over $40 billion in planned investment. It will enhance the industrial 

capacity and logistical connectivity of the entire region. As part of the development, 

there are plans to establish at least four special economic zones and five further 

various zone types, including industrial cities and industrial zones. 

Karachi Export 
Processing Zone

• 123 hectares

•  Sectors: Hi-tech, IT, 
jewellery 

•   Annual rent: $2.50 - 
$3.50 per m2

•   20kms to airport and 
seaport

•   Monthly labour costs: 

- ~$90 (unskilled) 

- ~$150 (skilled)

-  From $500 
(managerial)

• 30,000 jobs created

•  $400 million annual 
exports

•  Phase III (80 hectares) 
under development 
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CPEC Special Economic Zones

Zone Specs Progress

Rashakai SEZ 

Size: 400 hectares

Industry: Food packaging and 

textiles

Opening 2019

China SEZ Dhabeji
Size:  400 hectares

Industry: TBC
Feasibility Study

Moqpondass SEZ Gilgit-

Baltistan

Size:  101 hectares

Industry: Steel, minerals
Feasibility  Study

Mirpur SEZ
Size:  436 hectares

Industry: Mixed
Under construction

Hattar SEZ
Size:  171 hectares

Industry: 
Advanced construction

Rashakai and Hattar SEZs will be the first zones to become active. As of late May 

2019, the zone is not yet operational. China Road Bridge and Corporation [CRBC] is 

managing the local and international marketing of Rashakai plots. It’s also building 

225MW power plants on both sites, to ensure cheap and reliable electricity. The 

Pakistani incentives regime for special economic zones promises a 10-year holiday on 

income taxes. Unlike export processing zones, these new zones will be administered 

by regional authorities. The regional government of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa is offering 

time-limited incentives to potential investors in Rashakai and Hattar SEZs. These 

include bearing 25 percent of the cost of new plots for industrial units and 5 percent 

on financing costs for new plant and machinery for up to five years. Both incentives 

expire in December 2019.

“ The regional 
government 
of Khyber 
Pakhtunkhwa is 
offering time-
limited incentives 
to potential 
investors in 
Rashakai and 
Hattar SEZs… 
[some of which] 
expire in 
December 2019.

”
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Bangladesh
BSMSN  

The Bangladesh Economic Zones Authority [BEZA] was established in 2010 with 

the aim of creating 100 economic zones within fifteen years. So far, it has received 

approval for 88 zones, most still in the feasibility stage. However, Bangabandhu Sheik 

Mujib Shilpa Nagar – better known as BSMSN – is the crown jewel. An ambitious 

12,000-hectare zone and city projected to generate 1.5 million jobs and $15 billion in 

exports. It opens in 2019 and investors are taking interest.

South Asia’s largest zone?

According to the master plan, BSMSN will become the largest contiguous zone in Asia. 

At 12,000 hectares it will span three administrative districts (Mirsharai, Sitakundu 

and Sonagazi), with 25 kilometres of coastline along the Bay of Bengal – situated just 

70-kilometres from the Port of Chittagong.

This flagship development is part of the government’s long-term economic 

development strategy to expand the manufacturing sector; diversify and increase 

exports; and catalyse urbanisation around industrial clusters. A rapid expansion 

in the number of special economic zones does not, however, necessarily equate to 

achieving those objectives. The government has demonstrated strategic acuity by 

focusing on major developments (like BSMSN) and partnering with international 

developers from India, China, Saudi Arabia and Japan to exclusively manage certain 

zones and attract investment from those countries.  

An attractive proposition

BSMSN’s fundamental proposition is its situation on the Bay of Bengal with excellent 

access via land and sea to fast growing consumer markets in Asia. 

The earmarked development site lies on largely uninhabited costal land which can 

be developed with minimal delay. Chittagong city is the nearest major urban area, 

with a population of over 2.5 million and a booming commercial sector. There are 

plans to construct a 220-kilometre Dhaka-Chittagong express highway – costing $2.5 

billion – which will improve BSMSN’s connectivity to the north of Bangladesh as well 

as reduce cargo costs and time. The existing four-lane highway carries 60 percent 

of national commercial traffic and cannot facilitate long-term growth. Sinohydro 

Corporation is building a 163MW power plant on-site, expected to be completed by 

2021. It will supply the zone for now, however Bangladesh Rural Power Company 
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is developing plans for an 1800MW power plant to meet long-term demand. There 

are hopes that 2020 will see the signing of a long-anticipated free trade agreement 

between the seven countries which encircle the Bay of Bengal (Bangladesh, Bhutan, 

India, Nepal, Sri Lanka, Myanmar and Thailand). It’s estimated that an agreement 

could boost intra-regional trade by $200 billion. 

Major BSMSN Infrastructure Projects

163MV Power Plant
Sinohydro developing $105m power plant dedicated for MEZ. Ready by 
2021.

1800MV Power Plant
BEZA and Rural Power Company signed an agreement in December 
2018 to develop large plant to supply BSMSN.

100MV Solar Plant
Financed by Saudi energy firm Alfanar, at cost of $100m. Agreement 
announced in March 2019.

215km Dhaka-
Chittagong highway

Express highway connecting the capital Dhaka with the commercial 
capital Chittagong. Projected cost - $2.5 billion. Early stages.

10km MEZ access 
road

Dedicated access road from the zone to existing Dhaka-Chittagong 
highway. Projected cost $3 million

Deep-water port
Agreement between BEZA and Japanese consortium to develop a $2.5 
billion port capable of handling bulk materials and fuel storage at 
BSMSN. Expected 40-month development time.

The sheer scale of ambition for BSMSN does give some cause for scepticism. Of 

particular concern is the capacity for effective inter-governmental coordination 

among the various ministries, parastatals and regional authorities to execute the 

master plan, including key surrounding infrastructure assets.

Phase I ready for 2019

Phase I of BSMSN implementation plan is a 225-hectare multi-sector zone, called 

Mirsharai Economic Zone [MEZ], A number of units have already been allocated 

and are under development. Arman Haque Denim is in the process of constructing 

a $40 million denim fabric factory which will supply markets in Europe and the U.S, 

according to reporting by the Bangladesh Independent. The firm hopes to be the first 

active commercial unit within the zone by December 2019.
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Investor Country
Plot size 

(hectares)
Investment Sector

Arman Haque 
Denims

Bangladesh 4 $40 million Textiles

Ananta Group Bangladesh 100 $315 million Textiles

Kunming Iron & 
Steel

China 400 $2.3 billion Manufacturing

Sichuan Silk Road 
Belt Investment 

China 400 $1.6 billion
Multi-sector 

industrial park

Berger Paints Bangladesh 12 $29 million Manufacturing

McDonald Steel & 
Nippon Koei (JV)

Japan 40 $59 million Manufacturing

Other international investors have announced major investments in the wider 

BSMSN development. According to Paban Chowdhury, Executive Chairman of BEZA, 

$12 billion worth of investment proposals have been submitted. The entire region will 

be watching closely to monitor developments.

“ …There are 
hopes that 2020 
will see the 
signing of a long-
anticipated free 
trade agreement 
between the 
seven countries 
which encircle 
the Bay of Bengal 
(Bangladesh, 
Bhutan, India, 
Nepal, Sri Lanka, 
Myanmar and 
Thailand…

”
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Southeast Asia
A significant percentage of the world’s special economic zones are located in southeast Asia, 

particularly Viet Nam and the Philippines. While the generous tax breaks in these countries have 

attracted businesses, they have not fostered large, exporting industrial hubs with valued added 

activities. The most successful zones in the region continue to be ones with fundamental geostrategic 

advantages, such as Sihanoukville on the Cambodian coast, or Phoukhyo, in the Laos-Thailand border 

region. Chinese BRI investment is helping to build infrastructure links between the ASEAN countries. 

A new zone in Boten, on its southern border, will provide tariff free access to Myanmar and Thailand. 

Major regional challenges include efficiency of cross-border operations, labour productivity and 

affordability of electricity.

INCENTIVES AND REQUIREMENTS

 ZONES CORPORATE TAX OTHER TAXES
CUSTOM 
DUTIES

IMPORTANT 
REQUIREMENTS

DOMESTICATION 
REQUIREMENTS

Indonesia 12

Initial investment > $70 
million qualifies for 10-25 
year tax holiday (worth 

20-100% reduction).                           
Investment > $35 million 
qualifies for 10-15 year 

holiday (worth 20-100%). 
Standard Corporate Tax 

rate is 25%

10% dividend 
tax. Local 
taxes (and 
incentives) 
may apply

None None
Prioritisation of 

Indonesian labour

Philippines 
(Manufacturing 

Economic Zones)
74

100% exemption for4-
6 years - possible 

extension to 8 years. 
Taxed at 5% thereafter

None None

Minimum $500,000 
foreign exchange 

earnings for first 3 
years

At least 50% local 
materials (for 
corporate tax 

holiday extension 
beyond 4 years)

Viet Nam 326
Levied at 10% for 15 

years. 50% exemption for 
9 years thereafter

None

5-year tax 
holiday 
for raw 

materials 
imports

None None

Thailand 10
100% exemption for up 
to 8 years, further 50% 
reduction for 5 years

10% 
withholding 

tax on 
dividends

None
Specified target 

industries in 
particular zones

None

Myanmar 3
100% exemption for 7 
years. 50% relief for 5 

years thereafter
None None None

Requirement 
to fill 75% of 

technical and 
skilled roles with 

domestic staff 
within 6 years

Cambodia 23
100% exemption for 9 

years. 
None None

Minimum 
investment from 
$100,000. (Higher 

for different 
sectors)

Maximum 10% 
foreign staff

Laos 12

100% exemption for 
8-16 years (region 

dependent). 35% tax rate 
thereafter 

50% exemption 
on VAT

None

100% export 
for industrial 

production 
(to access VAT  

exemption)

None

Malaysia 10
24% - exemptions may 

apply

5-10% sales tax 
may apply on 
some goods

Exemption 
on some 

goods

Minimum $125,000 
capital investment

None
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Cambodia
ASEAN success story  

Cambodia has been one of the most successful and fast-growing economies in the 

ASEAN region for more than a decade. Exports increased from $6 billion in 2007 to 

$15 billion in 2017, of which textiles and footwear accounted for nearly 90 percent. 

There are more than 20 special economic zones throughout the country. Many of 

them are privately run and they have been an important vehicle for attracting major 

international brands (such as Coca-Cola and Toyota), as well as national clusters of 

investors, particularly from Japan and China. 

Between 2008 and 2018, China’s FDI into Cambodia was valued at nearly $5 billion. 

The world’s second largest economy has overtaken western counterparts, such as 

the U.S. and the Netherlands, to become Cambodia’s leading investment partner.  

Major strategic projects have been at the heart of this 

investment. For example, $4.2 billion was invested into 

Sihanoukville (Preah Sihanouk province) to build power 

plants, offshore oil operations and upgrade facilities at 

Cambodia’s only international sea port. In March, China 

Road and Bridge Corporation broke ground on a $2 

billion four-lane express highway running from Phnom 

Penh (the capital) to Sihanoukville. It is Cambodia’s 

first such road. The 190-kilometre long road is expected 

to be completed by 2025 and will significantly reduce 

transit times along an important internal trade route 

and increase haulage capacity, with the use of more 

modern vehicles.   

The special economic zones in Sihanoukville and 

Phnom Penh are two of the most important in the 

country, attracting over $1.5 billion in investment 

between them. The majority of tenants within these 

zones are Chinese and Japanese respectively. 

Reducing the price and improving the reliability of 

electricity supply is a key priority for the government. A 

2015 survey of special economic zone firms by the Asian 

Development Bank found that supply interruptions 

were forcing some firms to rely on expensive back-up 

Sihanoukville Phnom Penh

Size 1,110 ha 357 ha

Investment $918 m $611m

Sectors
Electronics, 
Manufacturing

Textiles, 
manufacturing

Firms 161 101

Jobs 22,495 18,500

Low-skilled wages $131 $119

Semi-skilled wages $235 $366

Non-production staff 
wages

$549 $686

Electricity (per kWh) /. $0.1868

Water (per m3) $0.37 - $49 $0.30

Land (per m2) $123 (annual rent) $80 (Sale)

Infrastructure 
maintenance  

(per m2, monthly)
/ $0.06

Nearest Sea Port 12 km 205 km

Nearest Airport 3 km 8 km
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generators costing as much as $0.28 per kWh. Electricity accounted for as much as 25 

percent of variable costs for some firms. Textiles manufacturing is power intensive, 

and the government recognises the importance of being cost competitive with 

neighbouring Thailand. In January, a $50 million subsidy package was announced 

that will see industrial tariffs in the capital reduced to $0.15 per kWh by 2020. Regional 

prices will also be reduced.

In a boost for the logistics sector, DHL Express opened two new service points in 

Phnom Penh and Sihanoukville SEZ. In an interview with local outlet Khmer Times, 

DHL’s country manager said: “Our new Service Points reaffirm our commitment 

in supporting its [Cambodia’s] growing demand for international express services 

and being a key trade facilitator for our customers by enabling them to do business 

globally.”

“ In January, a $50 
million subsidy 
package was 
announced that 
will see industrial 
tariffs in the 
capital reduced  
to $0.15 per kWh 
by 2020.

”
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Laos
Building new links to China and Thailand  

There are 11 special economic zones across Laos. In 2018, they generated exports 

worth $249 million –down from $325 million in 2017 (8 percent of the national total 

that year) – and imports of $430 million. There are 474 foreign firms registered in the 

zones, employing 8,150 staff (84 percent of them foreign). 

Thailand is Laos’ biggest trading partner, accounting for 61 percent of imports and 

31 percent of exports in 2016. The two countries are pursuing a joint strategy to boost 

trade to over $10 billion by 2021, up from $6 billion in 2017. The location of eight 

zones on the border reflects the importance of this relationship. 

For example, the Savan-Seno Special Economic Zone was established in 2003 at 

the centre of a regional economic corridor which stretches from Thailand to Vietnam. 

The zone is situated on the Thai border, next to a bridge which connects the two 

countries across the Mekong River and then into the Thai road network to access 

the Laem Chabang port in southern Thailand. A total route of approximately 720 

kilometres. The Port of Bangkok is another important export route.   

The majority of Laos transit trade passes through the Nongkhai province into 

Thailand. A bilateral transit agreement between the two countries has been in place 

since 1978. Moving goods through the Thai road network 

requires specific licencing for Laos vehicles (unless goods 

are deposited within Nongkhai province). A recent World 

Bank analysis of the Laos haulage sector found that the 

sector is congested with a large number of inefficient 

firms. Prices range from $0.10 per ton-km to $0.34 and 

tend to be higher when utilising southern trade routes. 

Chinese investment into Laos is increasing as part 

of its strategic effort to boost trade links through the 

Mekong region. In Saysettha Development Zone, near 

Vientiane, more than 30 Chinese firms have invested 

$350 million in agricultural processing, clean energy 

production, logistics, and industrial construction. Phase 

two of the 1,000-hectare development is underway, with 

$650 million of infrastructure investment lined up. The 

zone is located just 1 kilometre away from the planned 

China-Laos railway line. 

Vientiane – Savannakhet

~460km: $0.915 - $2.466  per km (empty backload)

Phonhông

Na Hin Lak Sao

Sop Ma

Phou Khao 
Khouay National 

Bio…

Phou Khao 
Khouay National 

Bio…

Savannaknet
MUKDAHAN

ONG BUA
LAM PHU

UDON THANI

SAKON NAKHON

NAKHON 
PHANON

Nong Bok

Ban bong

NONG KHAI
Vientiane
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Construction began in 2017 on the $5 billion, 414-kilometre railway line running 

from Boten (southern China), to Luang Prabang and Vientiane in Laos. The project 

is expected to be completed in 2021. There are also plans to develop a trilateral free 

trade zone near the Boten region, incorporating Thailand and Laos. China will waive 

tariffs and VAT on imports from non-border countries passing through the zone. 

Selected Special Economic Zones – Laos 

Zone Size Owner Firms Investment
Land                       

(per m2, 
annual)

Electricity           
Water 
(per 
m3)

Nearest 
Sea Port

Nearest 
Airport

Savan-Seno 
SEZ

954 ha Public 177 $74,000,000 $0.30 $0.088 $0.68 484 km 75 km

Vientiane 
Industrial and 

Trade Area
110 ha

Public-
Private

47 $43,000,000
$0.30 - 
$0.72

$0.059 - 
$0.065

$0.25 - 
$0.35

443 km 33 km

Saysetha 
Development 

Zone
1,000 ha

Public-
Private

48 $128,000,000 / / / 852 km 23 km

Phoukhyo SEZ 4.850 ha
Private 
(Laos)

/ $708,000,000 /
$0.06 - 
$0.08

$0.07 - 
$0.79

300 km 97 km

Thakhek SEZ 1,035 ha Public / $80,000,000 $0 - $2.28
$0.059 - 
$0.065

$0.05 291 km 46 km

Pakse - Japan 
SME SEZ

195 ha
Private 
(Japan)

33 $62,500,000 / / $0.65 426 km 10 km

“ Moving goods 
through the Thai 
road network 
requires specific 
licencing for 
Laos vehicles 
(unless goods 
are deposited 
within Nongkhai 
province).

”
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Myanmar
First zone passes $1 billion investment 

There are three special economic 

zones in Myanmar, however just one 

is currently active (Thilawa Special 

Economic Zone). The Dawei and Kyauk 

Phyu special economic zones are under-

construction (and have been for some 

time, hampered by financing and land 

acquisition challenges).  Kyauk Phyu 

is perhaps the more significant of the 

two projects: a transportation and 

manufacturing hub to support a new 

$1.5 billion deep-water port, financed 

by a Chinese state investment company. 

A framework agreement for the project 

was signed in November 2018.

Thilawa SEZ opened in 2015, led by Japanese developers, and has proved a success 

with investors. In 2017-18, the zone approved 12 investment projects worth $400 

million.  Total investment is valued at $1.6 billion from 105 companies, including 65 

operational factories. Japan and Singapore are leading sources of investment into the 

zone. The majority of firms are involved in manufacturing, including textiles, metals, 

food and spare parts. Phase 1 of the zone has been completed. Phase 2 (known as 

Zone B) is underway; more than 65 hectares of the 178-hectare development have 

been occupied since January 2018. The developers are looking to attract export-

oriented (minimum 75 percent), labour-intensive projects that have supply chains 

integrated into the wider domestic economy. 

The zone’s main attraction is its situation next to Myanmar’s sole (current) 

international sea port (Yangon). Activity at the port has been increasing in recent 

years in line with Thilawa’s expansion. In 2014-15, containerized cargo throughput 

was 355 million metric tons (MMT); in 2016-17 it was 522 MMT. Rising trade volume 

is leading to more investment in the port. In March 2018, a new $65 million bulk 

container terminal was announced; it will primarily handle agro-products. 

Japanese firm Daizen has also started providing bonded warehouse services at the 

port, an important step toward establishing Thilawa as a logistics and transshipment 

BANGLADESH

MYANMAR

Thilaw Special Economic 
Zone (Zone A)

LAOS

VIETNAM
THAILAND

CAMBODIA

Hong Kong

Ho Chi 
Minh City

Bangkok

Andaman Sea

Gulf of Thailand

South China Sea
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hub.  In April 2019, plans were announced for a brand new $290 million 20-hectare 

terminal in the Ahlone township, 40 kilometres from Thilawa SEZ. Construction will 

begin in September 2019 and will increase capacity by up to 150,000 TEU. Cross-

border logistics between Thailand and Myanmar is also an area of focus for local 

operators, who are developing innovative techniques of goods haulage between 

the zone and Mae Swot, the Thai western border region located 450 kilometres from 

Thilawa.

The lack of efficiency in Burmese border trading operations is a concern. According 

to data from the World Bank Doing Business survey (2019), it is lagging behind 

regional competitors in terms of time and cost to trade across borders.

“ The developers  
[of Thilawa SEZ] 
are looking to 
attract export-
oriented 
(minimum 75 
percent), labour-
intensive projects 
that have supply 
chains integrated 
into the wider 
domestic 
economy.

”
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“ The DFTZ marks 
an important 
shift toward the 
digitisation of 
the global free 
zones sector - not 
only by offering 
online customs 
and compliance 
platforms but 
by providing 
e-commerce 
firms with 
export-oriented 
logistics networks 
clustered 
around critical 
infrastructure 
nodes, such as sea 
and airports.

”

Malaysia
Digital Free Trade Zone  

The Digital Free Trade Zone [DFTZ] is an ambitious, multifaceted development that 

aims to connect Malaysia’s SMEs with export markets around the world. SMEs – 

classified as firms with less than $12 million in turnover and 200 employees - play a 

hugely significant role in Malaysia’s economy. There are more than 900,000 enterprises, 

generating 65 percent of employment, 37 percent of jobs and 19 percent of exports. 

The DFTZ aims to increase SME exports to $38 billion by 2025 and it has enjoyed 

a promising start. Since launching in November 2017, more than 2,650 SMEs have 

joined the platform, with sales of $12 million, including $4 million of exports. “It has 

been a big increase. Our target now is to achieve 10,000 SMEs by the end of this year,” 

said International Trade and Industry Minister Datuk Seri Mustapa Mohamed, as 

reported by The Edge Markets in August 2018.

There are two parts of the DFTZ: an eFulfilment Hub and an eServices Platform.  

The eFulfilment hub provides logistics for SMEs wanting to export to international 

markets. There is currently an operational terminal at Kuala Lumpur International 

Airport to fulfil this function. The eServices platform provides full-spectrum digital 

services for exporters, including access to online marketplaces, cargo clearance and 

accelerated compliance procedures. 

What is the DFTZ?

eFulfilment Hub eServices Platform

• Export logistics for SMEs

•  One cargo terminal operational at Kuala 
Lumpur International Airport

•  New $192m terminal operational by Q3-
2019: Kuala Lumpur International Airport 
Aeropolis DFTZ Park

•  Alibaba fulfilment hub on-site, air, sea and 
rail capability

•  Kuala Lumper Internet City – purpose-built 
digital hub for tech firms locating in ASEAN

• Electronic world trade platform for SMEs

• Managing cross-border trade operations

•  Market access via Alibaba, eBay, eRomman, 
LAZADA Sea and others

• Accelerated online trade facilitation process.

•  Other services: Financing, last-mile 
fulfilment, insurance, digital marketing

The DFTZ marks an important shift toward the digitisation of the global free 

zones sector - not only by offering online customs and compliance platforms but 

by providing e-commerce firms with export-oriented logistics networks clustered 
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around critical infrastructure nodes, such as sea and airports. This capability is 

especially important for medium sized manufacturers who do not have the capacity 

to create global or even regional logistics networks on their own. Dubai CommerCity 

is another example of this new e-commerce free zone model.

High profile e-commerce platforms are partnering with the DFTZ to provide market 

access and logistics services to Malaysian SMEs. Alibaba is the most significant of 

these. Through its logistics subsidiary, Cainiao Network, the Chinese tech-giant is 

building an e-fulfilment hub on-site at the new Kuala Lumpur International Airport 

Aeropolis DFTZ Park. The DFTZ park is a $192 million, 32-hectare development by the 

Malaysia Airport Holdings group which will double air cargo capacity at the airport to 

1.5 million tonnes – both facilities are expected to be operational by September 2020. 

For Alibaba, the investment is an opportunity to underpin trade between two of the 

largest and most digitally advanced economies in the region with young and growing 

consumer markets. Its Malaysian fulfilment hub will expand to include sea freight 

via Port Klang and rail cargo to Bukit Kayu Hitam, on the Malaysia-Thailand border 

region, where a new regional multimodal transshipment hub will be established, 

according to HKTDC Research. 

Multiple e-commerce service providers have partnered with DFTZ in order to 

expand market access to Malaysian SMEs, including: Lazada SEA (ASEAN), JBM 

(China), eRomman (Middle East) and eBay (U.S.). In November 2018, Malaysia was one 

of ten signatories to the ASEAN Agreement on Electronic Commerce. The deal provides 

a strategic framework for the coordinated development of infrastructure (physical and 

digital) and policy to realise $90 billion worth of regional e-commerce trade by 2025. 

Malysian SMEs on Alibaba, by product category
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